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LARGER SAMPLES AND UNOBSTRUSIVE lllETHODS 
Addiction 
CHAPTER orm: INTRODUCTION 
THE PIWBLEM 
use is ly 
country Becker & Sterli 1987, 
Atlantic Institute Poll of 1985 found that 37 
Americans have had hands-on ience with a 
word Based on a U.S. ion of 
200 million, the Atlantic Institute Poll f 
4 
the 
The 
of 
or 
t:hat there be over 70 million users, in this 
Millions of er users be affected a 
little known called addiction. 
not specif ed as a distinct d ic enti in the 
ic Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Third 
Edition, Revised (American atic Association, 987, p. 
169) , this under-researched form of addiction may be 
similar to other addictions such as alcoholism and ling 
(a) a in meeting the DSM-III-R criteria for addic;tion: 
I 1 tern of use, and b) impairment in social, 
I ical, ical or ional functioni If 
the statistics are similar to those for alcoholics 
(American atic Association, 1987, p. 174 I ten 
cent of all adult "users" (See DEFI ITIONS OF TERMS) are 
to meet the criteria or addict on, 
meani that mate 
suffering from 
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seven mill on Americans 
addiction with the 
be 
for 
millions more to soon oin i ranks, based on ected 
UE;e terns (The World A manac 1988). ers are in 
the home, the school the and virtual 
The liferation of er use the 
may be further evidence of the itude of the 
lem. articles and TV 
Miller, 1983 40-43) have alerted us to the obsession 
our children exhibit for r video Is 
addiction chronic? Does the course of the disorder become 
ively worse with abuse over time? Does tolerance" 
devel Are hi r "dosesH of the experience 
required for the affected to achieve the desired 
effect'r' Peele <1985 p. 97) , an addiction 
ed that e do become addicted to iences. 
There is a so the issue of transference from one addiction 
to another, a commonly 
·treatment Could this mean that there be 
"recoveri alcoholics who have transfE;rred their 
addiction to The ial tude 
or of the em and the dearth of research ide 
the most convinc rationale or th invest OIL 
Further, until addiction has been di ically 
substantiated, and its and described, 
education, treatment, on 
Prel imi research is needed o 
framework on which to base controlled 
pri of this dissertation 
invest whether the 
C01>fPUTER ADD I CT ION 
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cannot 
ide a 
iments. 
was 
called 
1 
The 
to 
addiction timately meets DSM-III-R cr teria for abuse 
and/or and to devel a reliable and valid 
ionnaire to lish this 
n ( 
Addiction 
BACKGROUND 
ar media and observations stimulated an awareness 
that some children to become addicted t,o 
video the Pac~Man craze This observation 
raised the ion of whet;her individuals could become 
addicted to the use of ers. The researcher 
to note what to be I ical terns of 
use col students, and instructors. 
Some of these ei ther had suffered or wex'e sufferi 
from another addiction such as alcoholism. As both a 
user and a 1 in the treatment of 
addictions this researcheris interest in the ential 
problem of addiction was From a 
limi review of the literature, a few articles were 
found on the topic of addiction. These articles 
were largely an anecdotal account of observations of 
behaviors indicative of addiction. The 
similarities between alcoholics and er hackers were 
noted. There were also some literature sources on 
transference from one addiction to another, 
between of the same class and 
dual-addiction. There seemed to warrant 
further research. 
COMPUTER ADD ON 
PURPOSE 
The behind this dissertation wac; 
nvest whether er addi ion meets DSM-- I I I 
criteria for abuse and/or via the devel 
and use of a reliable and vali ionnaire to the 
ion. It was also intended to obtain baseline 
rates of incidence of use, abuse, and 
in the Iowa lation, Finally another aim was 
to alert treatment Iders, educators, users; 
and researchers to the ial of 
addiction, and ible future need or treatment, 
ion, and research, 
SIGNI ICANCE 
This of addiction is because 
of the ntial scope of the lem involving millions of 
users. media and documented observations 
indicate that serious signs and oms may be associated 
wi th-the of addiction. This 
i within the context of work as a 1 
treati addicted Iowans. If addiction was found 
to exist in Iowa, it would be reasonable to 
there may be an even 
addiction 
areas 
1'"", .:::> a 
addict on 
of use, 
then the 
hat 
em in 
If 
in 
wi the 
i 
ava on f 
was 
1 
ions st 
fo 
) There are observations i 
I 114 
) , 
) It likely hat the 
i 
1 ' II are s research 
f ega 
the and other and 
i tati 1 neated fended o 1 
( 
Gurtner, 1989, 
l 
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the debate 
education is sorely lacki 
the use of n 
attribute this dearth at 
least y to an attitude of disdain for evaluat ve or 
1c research within some of the 
communi 
Lack of knowl 
invest limits theoretical 
about the 
ictions 
bei 
(Huck, Cormier 
& Bounds, 1974, p. 18). 
(3 ) In descri ive research studies such as this one, 
descri ion ludes theoretical formulations in terrns; of 
investi ive priori (Isaac & Michael, 1981, p. 46). 
(4 ) Eth1cal/ 
account, di 
considerations must be 
ing the use of invasive 
(Best & Kahn, 1986, pp. 41-45 . 
(5) Limi ted reSOUrCei'3 (eg. Time, money) 
taken into 
imental 
ical 
constraints on the of this dissertation 
(6) The of this; st is ly limited to 
Iowa. 
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MAJOR ISSUES AND RESEARCH IONS 
Because the t ic of addiction is novel and 
under-researched, the pri issue was to determine 
descri ive research whether use or ncy 
could be timately It was i to 
document the similarities and/or differences that mi 
exist between addictions and other addictions. 
The author anned to address the following research 
ions in atte i to describe the characteristics of 
r addiction: 
(a) Does addiction meet DSM--I I I-R criteria for 
abuse and/or 
Cb) What features does r addiction have in COlmflon 
with other addictions? 
(c) What features differ from other forms of substance 
abuse? 
Cd) Does tolerance occur? 
(e) Are there any s of withdrawal? 
<f) Does abuse or contribute to 
social, ical, vocational, or ical irment 
) What of Iowa users meet the 
criteria for abuse and 
ions that rfJav 
J later be addressed in imental 
research nvo ve issues of dual-addiction, 
and transference from one addi on to anothE:;r. 
COMPUTER ADDICTION 
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DEF I N- I T IONS OF TERMS RELATED TO ADD I CT I ON AND COMPUTERS 
CHRONIC - A descri ive term for a disease or condition 
slowly oms and that is characterized 
that continues for a I 
62 . 
time (O'Brien & Cohen, 1984, p. 
ABUSE A form of addiction less severe than 
Involves a ical tern of 
use that substantially meets DSM'- I I 1-R cri te:cia 
for substance abuse. 
ADDICTION -" A logical tern of use often 
characterized increased use, causing for the 
user~ Has characteristics common to other addictions 
1981~ pp. 88-114). 
DEPENDENCY -, A form of addiction more severe than 
abuse. Exceeds abuse in that ive 
use continue in te of related ical lems or 
withdrawal oms. Substantial meets the DSM-III-R 
criteria for substance 
CROSS-ADDICTION Or ina ly meant that addiction between 
in the same can be mutual or i 
(O'Brien & Cohen, 1984, pp. 77--78) . use and 
research f1 the term has come to include the 
1 iIi of and addictions. 
CROSS-DEPENDENCY with cross-addiction. 
COMPUTER ADDICTION 
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DSM- I I 1--R Di i and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, 
American 
Third Edition, Revised of the Washi on, DC, 
ic Association, 1987. The national 
standard used for di ic 
DUAL-ADDICTION The same suffer from two 
different addictions simultaneously. Simi ar to 
cross-addiction or A with 
1 iction may suffer from addictioru:;:;, 
HACKER The term used to re r 
interested in and us 
:fer to a c sive 
( 1981, 88- 14), 
LOG-ON or LOG- N To 
i o use the er. Usually, 
one was 
Now, the 
termina 
have the 
it is used only 
wi ig or terminals (Wall & Wal , 1984,p. 48). 
A word meaning that a interface is 
connected to its line and can send and receive data (Wa 1 & 
Wall, 1984, p. 54). 
PATHOLOGICAL - harmful or disease-causi 
PROGRESSIVE The evolution of addiction that occurs over 
time. A chronic tern wherein the increase, or 
become worse. 
PSYCHOACTIVE Influencing one's mood or behavior. 
COMPUTER ADD CTION 
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE A 1 term to ibe the abuse of 
or other substances. Less serious than 
but involves a 1 ical tern of use. A d ic 
with specific DSM~ II--R criteria. 
SUBSTANCE DEPENDENCY More serious than substance abuse. 
i.nvol ve 100'ical 0 lsive tern of use with 
associated lems or withdrawal oms. li 
DSM-- I I I R di is. 
TOLERANCE red resistance to effects of the addictive 
entity that occurs after use. A must 
increase the to obtain the ori nal effects (O'Brien 
& Cohen, 1984, p. 255). 
TRANSFERENCE The of trading one addiction for 
another Alcohol for 
USER One who consumes or takes arly something such 
as 1 or , accordi to WEBSTER'S NEW COLLEGIATE 
DICTIONARY (1973). 
WITHDRAWAL A set of serious oms that occurs when use 
of the addictive substance is or reduced. 
Like a "rebound" effect. include ical and 
emotional oms (O'Brien & Cohen, 1984, 
C01{PUTER ADDICTION 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This consists of review of the literature to 
deve the 1 base for this dissertation about 
er addiction. First it was i to find that 
could become addicted to iences. 
l'Jext, a simi lari ty between alcohol ics and hackers 
was The literature documented the 
ideas of addiction to more than one 
ience. 
were noted. 
Finally, 
Similarities in and 
One of the studies involved a 
both an alcoholic and a 
anecdotal literature about 
provided evidence for the existence of a 
or 
addictions 
who was 
addict. 
addicts 
called 
addiction. The review of the literature showed 
that the fal of 
and 
use, the absence of 
hard research data, the lack of a ic 
measurement instrument for abuse and 
were i for conducti this st Peele 
(1985, p. 98), an addictions has said that 
c;an become add cted to a ience. 
ically, such an ience could nclude 
It also ausible that who suffer" from 
other addictions could become addicted to The 
idea that the same individuals become addicted to 
COMPUTER ADDICTION 
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is documented n the literature CPeeIe & 
975, O'Donnel 1969, Kalant 982, Smith 1981, GIbert 981, 
Vaillant 1983). Falk Dews and Schuster <1983, p. 92) said 
that the immediate effects on the individual or the 
immediate environment are common all the ects of 
excess ve involvement or addiction. It is unlikely that 
most er users would the effects of the 
on the and the environment. vlas there 
documentation in the literature related to 
addiction? A the dearth of research on 
addiction became obvious the literature search, 
literature was found to document the lem and to 
devel the Weintraub (1987), for example, alluded 
to student hackers as being like alcoholics. In the 
011 discussion, this researcher will ide further 
evidence of the of dual or multi addict ons, 
discuss similarities and differences between 
addiction and other addictions, describe the incidence, 
elements, ial treatment, and i ications of 
addiction, and will discuss the methods of i this 
COMPUTER ADD I CT I OI'J 
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ia ings on doub is and 
Dol 
., ictions were ed in the JOURNAL OF CLINICAL 
PSYCH ATRY (1984, 45(12-2), p. 44). It was noted in th 
artic that cross-addiction or the lacement of one 
of abuse with another is common, even often 
focus on each substance ly. Kreek and Stimmel 
(1984) !llaintain that the s mul taneous use of narcotics and 
alcohol has al been of concern. Ri 
(1982) dual-addiction as a COllllnon f nding in case 
histories of children abusing alcohol. and Brewin 
(1979) noted that in 1977 Alcoholics (AA) 
conducted a , and, at that time, found a ng 
number of its members addicted to alcohol and one or more 
ive i ion The Central Office of 
Alcoholics iodically sends forms to 
each district ive, who collects data from 
members of A. A. meeti in each district. The data is 
then mailed back to the Central Office at Grand Central 
Station in New York for lation of statistics. 
Roszell, Ca and (1986) found 112m drink 
severi positive related to the number of r-andom 
urinalyses indicati illicit use. have 
pointed to the cross-addiction between alcohol and 
lizers as a serious health hazard 
Wood & ot 1986; r, 1986) . 
Cross-addiction or ncy between alcohol and 
COMPUTER ADD I CT 0l1J 
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other has been well-documented n the iterature. 
However, what about cross-addiction as i relates to other 
forms of addiction? 
Cross-addiction also occurs with Ii and substance 
abuse. Ramirez, McCormick Russo and Taber (1983) found a 
h rate of alcohol and other abuse in severe 
logical and their families. Russo, Taber, 
McCormick & Ramirez (1984) found that ive per cent 
of ler ients have serious alcohol ems. 
also noted that the ion of the two disorders was 
similar, Alcoholics and Gamblers 
alike, and that alcohol treatment could easily be 
to 
conducted 
families, 
i Lesieur, Blume and <1986, 
an interview st of e:r's and 
and found a correlation between i 
were 
their 
and 
substance abuse. The link between i and substance 
abuse shows that cross- addiction between a 
activity and can occur. This fact lends credibility 
to the idea that cross-addiction can occur with 
addiction, also a activi However, the evidence 
on cross-addiction does not end with i and substance 
abuse. Jones, Cheshire and Moorhouse (1985 :377-380) 
examined the relationship between alcoholism and eati 
disorders in 27 cases, and found that sometimes alcoholism 
devel after the eat disorder, while in other cases 
COMPUTER ADD CTION 
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the eat disorder came after the alcoholism. Therefore 
cross-addiction between alcohol and another 
activi was confirmed. Casner 0986 p, 17) studied the 
clinical data from 35 eating disordered women in treatment, 
and found that the fami cs of persons with 
eati disorders were markedly similar to the alcoholic 
fami The environment for devel the two 
disorders be similar with to the families. 
and 685-689) 
matched nts with controls using a semi-structured 
to find that eati disorders were ictive of 
increased alcohol over time. The cross-addictive 
relationship between alcohol and eati disorders wo.s 
evident from the literature. The of the literature 
to this point has described cross-addiction between alcohol 
and other 
activities 
and 
such as 
between 
i 
addictive families 
alcohol 
and eat 
to within 
Obvious eat disorders differed from 
and 
The 
be 
the 
similar. 
other 
addictions in that the 1 of total abstinence is not 
realistic given the necessity for survival. 
evidence for cross-addiction between 
and another addiction comes from the case 
the 
of a 
31- old, white, male addict who was i5ufferi 
from increased alcohol intake along with his 
COMPUTER ADDICTION 
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addiction ( 1986) . Even the ibili that 
er addiction could develop as a cross-addiction has 
been established, more documentation of 
as a distinct entity is needed. 
addiction 
The best documentation of addiction found was 
an ar"ticle I (1981, pp. 88-114). I 
hackers to being like lers in i 
Ision that consumes their lives and becomes the focus 
of their existence. 
addicts, 
subculture. 
described 
f i 
attitudes 
Some 
I 
to eat, 
and 
It was noted that like other 
hackers have their own 1 
of 
and 
of the addiction 
included abandonment of 
without ia, 
emotions, impairment of 
friends 
in 
vocational 
functioni interfence with school and interference with 
other leisure time activities. I information 
talki to teachers, and 
various One told of a hacker who had to be 
carried off his chair. fed, and to bed. These of 
lems are sufficient to meet DSM-III-R criteria for 
Davidson and Wal <1984 37-51> 
contended that the advent of the has caused 
reactions such as 
overuse 
examples of 
Ie to 
of headlong involvement and 
addiction. 
addiction invol 
included case 
staff members. 
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and Miller (1983, 40·-43) warned of video 
games as an i 
the factors contr1buti 
addiction 
to the 
students, discussed 
1 of video , and 
called for rical validation because of the inherent 
1al for abuse. and Gurtner <1989, p. 172 
stated that some critics of in the school fear 
that domination may have icious effects on the 
child s emotional, social, and moral devel Kiesler 
and Finholt <1988, 1004-1115) 
documentation warning of a 
known as itivE~ strain ury 
ded 
lated health 
ive 
demic 
(RSI) , which is so 
lent in Australia that it threatens the workers' 
ion Horton (1984) noted that soon after 
ization came to her 
in of severe headaches, muscle 
workers 
strain, 
to 
and 
troubles. An increase in birth defects was Even 
these lems were related to video 
terminals (VDTs), Horton said that not has been done 
related to to correct the These lcal 
use are an s of 
because one DSM-III-R criterion of 
addiction 
is continued 
use in te of related 1 
What is there about that is so entici to 
ial addicts? Some of are that 
aren't demandi won't insult the user, follow 
COMPUTER ADDICTION 
instructions, are interesti and malleab and are easier 
than the pressures of a peer group (I 1981) , 
and Miller (1983) said that are appealing 
because t ide rewards for increased skill, are 
a means of releas hostili ty, involve i 1 
i tion, include seductive are in 
attractive locations, and multisensual 
sentientlike stimulation. some of the factors 
and Miller account or the hacker's 
ion with constantly devel ing ever more 
intricate , as noted I 
The of addiction, and d 
h in use are for concern, I 
(981) said that extreme cases of r addiction are 
rare, a modified versions are common in thousands of 
universities hi schools, and eleme sc:b,ools ac;r'oss 
the At the time of her article (1981), I 
estimated that there were 300,000 and 
that 1.2 million would be needed 1990. She also 
estimated that one out of three homes would have 
or terminals within five to ten The 1985 Atlantic 
Institute Poll of 9000 adults in the U.S., ,and J 
found that 37 of Americans have had handG~on 
experience with or word The World 
Almanac for 1988 that therewere a million 1 
or 
be 
wou ve to 
i our ves 
1 as 
of that hacker 
galnes be for the future, i 
human activi as 
sts have ndicated. conc uded tha 
t the harbi 
ure. 
Most the ies t date have bee 
obsE"rvat; I 198 dsan 
af the studi 
dat:;a 
( 986 1 
i 1 anef3, re 
Moorl10use, Kut(.:;her~ \"hi tehouse & Freem.an 1 
cases of 
a Dav h 
1 
lati 
o 
1 
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ABLES 
i ve 
t op 
relevant < saac 
46 , Therefore, dissertat 
descri not Ci.n ilnent. 
the to descr be character of 
whetherthe 
1 mately mee 
i nc de 
increase. 
use increases, so does to erance 
ia for are 
s wi 1 be evidenced. Because his 
research and not an iment 
var able:::;, identi 
i variables. f this 
cont 1 ed 
fo t 
transfere 1 i 
an to 
1. bet n les ct 
I 
IT 
I e 
"that ate when 
when i 
d i t 
ects i del scattered (Best Kahn, 5 , 
the i 
substantiating a abstract var abl 
1 
I TY on the of samp i 
n s 
measure on 
test tsel 
ion for lly, 9 ~~94 
I 
t some 
o measur 
itself,the latter n~ referred to as the 
\..} iter 
Nunna 
i 
de 
between 
& 
I 
ip 
p. 224 
her han i 
cause 
1 ), 
ment 
224) . 
ITY 
ITY The 
be 
f 
the 
PREDI VALIDITY form 
that uses 
behav 
I 
measureme 
i 
nstrUll1ent 
1y, 19'18, 
Re1iabi1 
est (Isaac 
s charactE'.r 
ference <: Cormier 
he 
t whi 
cri 
i 
l.1 
re 
a ( 
a cause--and~e 
ion lated va 
to the 
981, p. 1 
lat 
) . 
i 
bel. 
o 
coeff e mi 
surround a test ) , 
ID Addresses 
what it i :measure & 
IABLES 
measured scie f 
1 i ( saac 
) , 
or o 
t descr be 
i 
) Does on meet DSM-- II-R i or 
The t this on is 
ant n determi i irecti of future 
and education tr(oatment shaul be i ly 
cons dered 
does i 
th 
i a 
I i i 
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(c What features differ from other forms of substance 
abuse? This ion 
d fferentiation and helps define 
val idation. 
help 
(d Does tolerance occur? A DSM-III-R 
with di 
or construct 
am that occurs;; 
wi tJ:l some addict ions and not w.i th others, tolerance should 
be addressed in the ionnaire. 
e Are there of withdrawal 
withdrawal does not occur with 
will need to be included in the 
(f) Does 
social, 
This 
abuse or 
1, vocational 
ion is an i 
or 
Like tolerance, 
of addiction, and 
ions. 
contribute to 
ical irment? 
measure of 
1 that is a co~non criterion across several 
DSM- I I I-R d 
this ion 
of addiction 
) What 
criteria for 
for abuse or depe The answer to 
also be viewed as a critical determinant 
the medical co~nun 
of Iowa users meet the 
abuse and Gatheri data on 
use and addiction in Iowa is because 
distribution of and rates of use in Iowa 
may differ from national norms, or more heavi lated 
and industrial sections of the 
Also statistics on addiction si 
C01I!YUTER ADDICTICnif 
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do not exist, 
and therefore such data needs to be collected. A database 
of information on addi ion :may be 
before construct validation can continue. ions that 
:may be addressed in later experimental research involve 
issues of dual--addict ion, cross-
transference from one addiction to another. 
Cluster 
Ie of 
DISCUSSION OF POPULATION 
was used to select a 
Iowans for this Iowa'S 
and 
ive 
lat ion 1:::; 
small and scattered, 
author's work as a 
to many other states. This 
logist providing substance abuse 
treatment for Iowans influenced the decision to limit the 
to Iowa. F nances, time, and resources were also 
considered in the decision to limit the to Iowa. A 
ive e should also include a distributi 
variables such as sex, age, race, vocation, education, and 
use as natural occur in the environment and 
lation, This baseline data about the incidence of 
use, abuse 
late about the rates of 
nationally, and in other 
incidence obtained from this 
other studies, 
conclusions about 
leadi 
lation 
later he researchers 
abuse and 
c areas. The rates of 
can be with 
to some lizations or 
Addicti 
31 
GENERAL DESIGN & PROCEDURES 
The followed in conducting this st included 
review of the literature, careful des of a ionnaire 
to measure addiction, administration and 
readministration of the questionnaire usi cluster 
i until the ionnaire has been refined o a 
reliable and valid nstrument, and anal of resul-ts 
usi DSM~III~R criteria for ified substance abuse 
and The main of this invest ion was 
to determine whether abuse or is a 
legi tiIuate icentity of further and 
possibly educational and treatment interventions, It is 
i 
valid 
to note that the devel of a reliable and 
ionnaire on 
essential to obtain 
The i 
mean 
addiction was a 
ul data, 
SAMPLING 
consisted of the followi 
or task 
(a) Six counties were randomly selected from an atlas 
containi all the counties in Iowa. 
Cb Six towns or cities were randomly selected from all 
the munici lities listed in the atlas for the six counties. 
(c) Ten letters were selected from the al t. 
COMPUTER ADDICTION 
(d) Ten individuals whose last names t;h one of the 
ten letters were selected lly from the 
directories of the six munic lities until ten 
(each with a different first letter for the last narne) were 
selected from the six towns or cities. 
This of ing is known as area or cluster sarnpli 
(Best & Kahn, 1986) and is used when a list of mernbers of 
the lation is unavailable, or when the 
distribution of the ects is wide scattered. It was 
assumed that cluster ing with randomization would 
yield a ive Ie of Iowans (Best & Kahn, 1986, 
The numbers used in this sampling 
would Id a total size of s1 According to 
Best and Kahn 178 a fif return rate is 
This techn will he estilnate the 
ion of the Iowa lation who use and 
the ion of users who abuse or are on 
;::';uch infonnation is i when one 
considers that national data on use not 
accurately represent use in Iowa where the 
lation and number of may differ from other 
of the When with the ion 
size; the le is relatively small. A return rate less 
than fif would yield a size less than 
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th which is considered a Sloo (Isaac & 
Michael; 1981, p. (6). Isaac and Michael that 
sJOOll have the followi 
(a) are economical. 
(b) t an early estimate of error. 
(c) The researcher can closer to the data than is 
trw~ with 
(d) are and convenient to work with because of 
ease in calculations. 
(e) are 1 to test the 
sJOOll to overlook weak treatment effects. 
SURVEY AND DATA GATHERING TEeHNI 
A us a ionnaire was the most 
iate tool for data, given th.e 
ethical/ considerations Pr m:LniJOOl risk 
research) , the d ic nature of the , and the 
of descri ive research (Best & Kahn 1986, 
175-1'(6). Characteristics for a ionnaire (Best & 
Kahn; 1986, 175-176) were adhered to in devel i the 
ionnaire for this DSM- I II--R A 
ionnaire should be short, interesti clear, 
ete, ective 1 1 useful and 
to score and i ions were derived from the 
DSM-III-R criteria for ive substance 
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and were balanced so that an 1 number of ions were 
ass to each criterion. meet 
crite ion were ass a value of 1~ while 
ic 
that 
do not meet a criterion were assi a value of 0, Value;::; 
were summed to eld a total score for each ndividual. 
The questionnaire included instructions, a section for 
ion ics, and a 20-40 item true/false 
format. Because the DSM-I I I~R re ires a minimum of four 
criteria be met to warrant a d is of , and 
because each cr terion is nted twice in the 
a minimum score of e will indicate that a 
sufficient number of criteria have been met to onfidently 
d is Because two criteria must be 
met to d abuse, a score less than ei but I to 
or than i'our wi 1 a of 
abuse that falls short of ncy. 
The 11lain function of the was to user 
information for ison against DSM-III-R criteria for 
ified substance abuse or 
that the DSM-III-R was the 
in this ic of 
It was assumed 
instrument for evaluation 
er abuse and 
(Ben-Tovim, 1988, 1000-1002; Brett, itzer & Williams, 
1988, 1232--1235; Volkmar, , Cohen & Cicchetti, 
1988, 1404--1408 . III a cal clinical setti a 
one-oll-one d ic nterview is conducted with the 
to determine di based 
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criteria. When the ize is than one, a 
format may substitute for face-to-'face di ic 
interviews. For e,Ben-Tov m 1988) used a 
sel ionnaire to obtain inforrnation for 
ison between DSM- I I I and DSM- I I I-R criteria. 
Al the main of this dissertation was to 
invest whether addiction meets 
ic criteria a or related task was to 
devel a liable and valid ionnaire to the 
essential data for ison with D3M-III-R criteria. The 
literature has a established the existence of 
non called addiction, but it is not like 
to be as a 1 timate or serious addiction the 
medical community unless with DSM-III'-R criteria 
can be shown. 30 far this evidence is in the 
literature. The survey form is included in the ix of 
this Af'ter the was selected and the 
ionnaire devel the ionnaires were ma led to 
the individuals selected. A brief cover letter of 
lanation ed each ionnaire, along with a 
envelope addressed to the author. Te calls 
were made to ion of the ionnaire for 
each who had not within one week of 
maili 
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RELIAB ITY & VALID TY 
A reliable and valid DSM-II instrument for measur ng 
abuse and was devel of this 
dissertation st The Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 
(KR-20) , a measure of nternal cons for instruments 
usi dichotomous items, was used to estiInate the 
reliabil of the ionna re, ldi a reliabili 
coefficient of .76. Nunnally 1978, p, 234) recommended 
KR-20 over the retest mettHJd because of the error inherent 
in the latter method, Isaac and Michael ( 981, D L • 125) 
stated that usual the retest method of estimati 
reliability was not theoret cally desirable. Kerli 
p. 443 indicated that the definition of 
reliability (internal cons ) implied the stability 
definition (retest), Best and Kahn 1986, p. 178 s-:laid that 
rare do ionnaire des deal consciously with the 
reliabili or validi of their instruments, 
because are short-""time informati heri devices 
that are limited in However, it was this 
researcher's intent to address the reliabili and validi 
of the ionnaire, 
Content validi vias addressed usi the DSM-III-R 
criteria for unspecif ed ive substance 
to develop a sensible and ive set of 
items, as Nunnally <p, 92). Three ,; 
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J ( in the content field) were used to j 
the content of the items as Kerli (p. 
459) . J were instructed to use a 1 int likert 
scale to j the of fit between the item content 
and the DSM-III-R criteria for tfled ive 
substance allowi only for 1 
differences that substitute use f·or ive 
substances. The i J were then 
correlated to yield a vali coefficient of .75. J 
were asked to revision for items that have a low 
of fit with the DSM-III-R criteria. Nunnally p. 
110) said that sometimes one must rely on content validity 
when there is no sensible or reliable criterion available 
to substantiate criterion-related or ictive validi 
Such was the case with this of abuse. The 
novel of the of r abuse or 
along with the dearth of research, made identification of a 
sensible criterion untenable at this time. 
Construct validation is a continuous 
DSM-II-R as historica 1y described in the 
with the 
ntroduction to 
-the revlsed third edition. The American ric 
Association (1987) inted a work of to 
recommend revislons based on val and reliabili 
lssues such as rellabili of ic ie8, 
cons with research bear on valld of d ic 
ies, clinical and educational utili 
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iveness to crit linicians and researchers, 
ibility with codi ems, consensus and clari 
with to the termino used, suitabili f 
describ ects in research studies and 1 
to clinicians and theon~t 1 
orientations. is i to note that construct 
Itdat em any tca 
ud es of the d01Yk"lin observabl 
<-:; out 11 p, 99). 1 that the 
of observables for abuse or 11 
both the basic DSM- II-R criteria used and the 
of one his included. Itlhen 
suf icient evidence has been found to 
abuse or as a ic enti further 
research of this will be needed to define its 
ters. 
ANALYSIS & PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
The ic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, Third Edition, Revised <American iatric 
Association, 1987, p. 169) the na"tional 
criteria for ive substance abuse, which were used 
to evaluate results this abuse 
All the ionnaire data received was used, 
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Recent d ic studies to favor -the DSM-I I I-R 
over the older DSM-III for reliability and validity of 
results (Ben-Tov 1988 1000-1002; Brett tzer & 
Williams, 1988, 1232-1235; Volkmar, , Cohen & 
Cicchetti; 1988, 1404-1408) . The term "substance" 
will be used in this context to refer to the use 
that 
A. 
ience. 
The d 
A mal 
As indicated ousl Peele has established 
can become addicted to iences. 
ic criteria follow: 
ive of ive substance use 
indicated at least one of the followi 
(1) continued use te of having persistent 
or recurrent social, ional, 1 cal, Dr 
ical lem that is caused or exacerbated use of 
the ive substance, or 
(2) recurrent use in situations in which use is ically 
hazardous. 
B. Some oms of the disturbance have 
least one month, or have occurred 
period of time. 
C. Does not meet the criteria for 
isted for at 
ly over a 
ive substance 
denotes a more serious form or 
ion of the disorder than abuse. 
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includes all the iteria for i abuse 
us other criteria. DSM- I I I-R criteria Amer can 
iatric Association, 1987, 167-168) for ve 
substance ndence is as follows: 
A. At least three of the following 
Substance taken in 1 amounts or over 1 ime 
than intended, 
stent desire or one or more unsuccessful efforts 
to control use, 
(3) a lot of time in i the substance, taki 
the substance, or recoveri from its effects, 
(4) use or withdrawal oms when to 
fulfill or role obI ions at home school, or work, 
when substance use is ically hazardous 
(5 ) social, or :recreational 
activities given or reduced because of substance use, 
(6) continued substance use ite of havi a 
persistent or recurrent social, logical, or ical 
that is caused or exacerbated use of the 
substance, 
(7) marked tolerance: need for markedly increased amounts 
of the substance to achieve the desired effect, or :ma.rked 
diminished effect with continued use of the same amount, 
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(8 substance often taken to relieve or avo withdrawal 
oms. 
Some oms of the disturbance have isted for at 
least one month, or have occurred ly over time. 
users who did not meet the DSM-" I I - R cri ter a 
did not receive a is of abuse or 
idi differentiation between users 
and abusers. Minimum scores were red to 
differentiate between di of abuse and 
Descri ive statistics includi measures of central 
variance, and of '",ho meet 
di ic criteria are nted in tabular orm in the 
SUMMARY 
The of addic"tion was introduced. The 
and si ficance of the were 
discussed. ions and limitations were delineated. 
or issues research ions, variables and 
were addressed iate. Terms were defined. A 
revi.ew of the relevant literature was documented. 
Procedures and method were discussed in detail including 
population sampli data hering, instrumentation, 
evaluation of results, and validi and reliabilit . 
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CHAPTER FOUR RESULTS 
A reliable and valid DSM-I I I--R instrument for measuring 
was devel as of this abuse and 
dissertation st The Kuder-Richardson formula 20 
20) yielded a re iabili coefficient of .76, and mult Ie 
correlation between three i 
a validi 
user:s who 
coefficient of .75. 
to the 
minimum score 
the two abusers, a 
j elded 
Two of the five 
earned scores above the 
abuse, based on 
the medical communi For 
1 cal of use was 
evidenced, affecti social functioni Therefore, it was 
found that substance abuse criteria were icable to the 
called addiction, indicati that 
abuse has features common to other addictions. 
This find 
differences 
addictions. 
does not mean that there are not s ificant 
addiction and other between 
That ion will ire further research. 
Because SUbstance abuse criteria has been 
variety of substances and has now been 
there is for the poss 
lied to a 
to i lude 
1 
cross- dual--addict ion, and tranference between 
addiction 
and other addictions ( 1986, 
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309-327). Al 
two users scored in the abuse , none reached 
the minimum score irf::!d to (SEE 
TABLE 2) . Therefore t some ions about the 
ific nature of 
withdrawal, tolerance), 
addiction remain unanswered 
was made towards the 
measurement and 
ng 
the 
the novel 
ion of 
addiction 
of the 
The survey 
to the 
fol owup. Phone foIl 
s of addiction. The 
users is cause for treati 
em serious i ive of 
<I 1981, p. 90). 
rate was lower than with 
rate (20.4%) ior to 
was used to contact those persons 
who did not to the survey wi thin one week. The 
data. 
mark 
of the te contact was to collect 
The Post Office returned 11.33% of the 
them as undeliverable. The surveys have been 
undeliverable because moved without leavi a 
f address, or because the Post Office not make 
an ive at to deliver the ruail, or for some 
other ausi but unknown reason. 
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Al such a find have bE.c:en with 
large maili it was not antici 1 
mailings would also like yield some undeliverable.ma L 
However, when the te foll is included, the 71.4% 
rate exceeds the 50% return rate considered 
(Best & Kahn, 1986, p. 178), 
c data was because of the small number 
of forms returned and because followup was 
used only for limited information, and to 
completion. Ethical and financial considerations 
further intrusion via te ic 
data 
for 
ided some 
users (40.2 ) 
information. The mean age 
than that for 
non-users (64.8 years). There was also a hi ratio of 
females to males users (3: 2) to norr'users 
(18. Refer to TABLE 1 for a of ic data 
obtained. 
TABULAR PRESENTAT 
TABLE 1 Statistical 
and IJon'-users 
COMPUTER USERS Cn=5) 
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OF RESULTS 
i Users 
NON--USERS n=9) 
27-65 39-89 years 
Mean 
Number of Males: 
Number of Females: 
Level of Education: 
* Unless 
numbers in 
derived 
followup, 
lfed as 
the table 
from re·turned 
40.2 
2 
3 
H. S, (Mo=3) 
64,8 
Q 
o 
1 
H, S, (Mo=3) 
, or , the 
raw data. The data was 
and not from tel 
*********************************************************** 
TABLE 2 
Mean 
e 
of 
own 1 
Mean 
** A d 
User 
for First Hands-on 
Daily Hours of 
1,5 
Used 
4 
Access: 
Data 
Use: 
Use: 
other 4 
3 
of four or 
abuse. 
of 
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ience: 35,8 
Scores 0-7 
is ired to 
This investi 
about the etiol 
was about 
and 
CHAPTER F VE: 
ion was 
of 
ion, 
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SCUSSION 
to yiel information 
addiction. More information 
te:rns of use , and other 
of the DSM- I I I~R. The devel of a 
reliable and valid survey for measuri use and 
addiction was also an aim of this st 
Instrument devel and information about 
addiction fell short of ions because cluster 
Ii of the Iowa lation resulted in a small 
and limited information. Therefore l les limited 
de more information to users are likely to 
about addiction, and contribute to increased 
reliability and validity of an instrument for measuri 
use and addiction in the future. The use of the 
DSM-- I I I-R also have limited the amount and t of 
The use of d ic and 
the 
the 
of the DSM-III-R 
imenta.l des 
ectivi of the DSM-III-R, cluster i of Iowans 
limited resources for research, and ethical and 1 
considerations limited the it is i to note 
that the limited and theoretical base available 
on addiction were instrumental in the 
methodol cal decisions made. 
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The results, limited ize, 
of addiction. It is also i 
some indication 
to note that 
the survey form devel is of sufficient reliabili and 
validi to show se for further refinement and use. 
Because the Atlantic Institute Poll of 1985 fi 
that 37% of Americans had used 
frame of reference the rate of 
was lower than 
directions for future research, 
was 
ving 
and i 
used as a 
(8.2%) usi 
rise to new 
ications for 
sampli methods. Future researchers should consider sex 
differences among users, focus on the 
users, consider isted ion of 
items, and invest ible 
or' source of addiction. Because cluster i of 
Iowans yielded a small e of users, future 
ing better be limited to ) of 
users for test validation and to obtain more data 
on the ise addiction. Because 
only f i v.:~ of the s (8.33 .. %) identified owa 
users, a 1 cluster 
to users for 
would be required 
of statistical 
the number of anal that rely on 1 les. 
users in Iowa is lower than the national 
because of the nature of the Iowa ion which is 
scattered, sn:aller, and rural when to 
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heavily concentrated industrialized areas on the east and 
west coast. It is possible that addiction be 
There found in those areas, and not have reached Iowa. 
are other plausible lanations for the small number of 
users found. a nUlnber of 
users was , readers are reminded tha.t the small 
number of 
directions for 
invest 
rise to some 
addiction research 
sex differences, 
tive new 
such as 
ation of users denial as a characteristic of 
addiction and instrument validation. 
One ausible anation for the small number of 
users is that the survey was directed towards 
head-of-household, which would be unlikely to the 
evidence number of users. Some 
comes from three (6. 1%) who ded 
unsolicited information that family members were 
user's 4 The investi or followed the 
of the dissertation advisor to direct the 
head-of-household. Al the rationale 
directions would be to reduce error variance 
the cons of who to the 
for 
ion 
to 
such 
controlli 
it would 
that future instructions could be modified to 
include any user in the family without sacrifici 
the inc Ie of randomization. However, the 
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concern has to do with denial; a characteristic of 
addiction (See APPEN"DIX D) . 14" ~ or e if one were to 
conduct any kind of of alcoholism the I 
ion, one would to discover i of 
denial, unless "the ions were so subtle that 
could not discern the One implication 
is that the may have resul"ted in a number of false 
ives, meani that there still be a s ificant 
number of hidden addicts in the Iowa ion, 
The nature of addiction with its d ic 
features, its similarities and differences to other forms 
of addiction remains undetermined from this 
ions about wi thdrawal, tolerance, and social, 
1 1, and vocational lications of 
addiction remain unanswered, However, ever some 
interesti findi wer"e noted. Two of the five 
users who earned scores in the abuse 
range, which could be alarming if this ion holds 
true for the ion of users at It is 
also interesti to note that the e of user's 
was than the of non-U13ers, which could 
that use and/or addiction may be a relatively new 
in mind the small size, it 
be that there was a I ion of females 
than males users than was found 
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non-users, possi indicat that sex be a 
s ificant variable in er use and/or abuse 
icular since both earni scores in the 
abuse were females. Could this mean that females are 
more like to to surveys than males, or that 
females are more honest in i to ions 
or what? Obv more lorat research 
users is needed t 
these ions. sizes decrease 
measurement , and are ferred when 
var uncontrolled abl e 
be div ded into les. The to 
.re a ed scussion of of 
311d e S Z8. ific to increase the 
e size of users unobstrusi ve mE:~thods are 
introduced to ive researchers in APPENDIX F. 
Given the results of this survey, it is ure to 
about treatment education or on. One 
useful of this research was the devel of an 
instrument for measuring addiction. Coefficients 
for reliabili (.76) and validi (. 75 were in the 
moderate for the instrument. ect v t on 
the of the may have contributed to a sl ly 
elevated validity coefficient, ven that a 1 rule of 
thumb is that validi is limited to the reliabili 
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coefficient It is also well-knov-m that the 
reliability of an instrument can usually be increased 
ncreas the number of items in the test. It may be 
reasonable to consider increasing this survey instrument 
ten items in order to increase reliabil without maki 
the test too 1 In the future it also be extremely 
hel 1 to refine the instrument so that and 
of denial can be ascertained. research 
is needed to define the and of 
addiction, icularly because the results 
incongruent with prior addiction studies, 
were 
and 
because the Iowa lation does not 
nat onal norms for 
researchers should consider 
ing user 
use. 
(a) 
(b) centers in schools to 
Future 
and 
tal 
to fit the 
addiction 
Ie of 
(c) a young population with a focus on 
to better understand the devel of er 
addiction, 
(d) refini the survey instrument to account for the 
denial factor, 
(e) 
to 
be 
ing 
in their 
for si 
1 offices of hi ies 
ion so of can 
of r addiction, 
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Cf) usi ized ion and recordi 
so more accurate data can be obtained unobstrusively and 
(g' using collateral observations 
to unobstrusively obtain data about use" Such 
inform."5ltion could include rental records records of 
directory size,amount of time on-line, s ze 
and exi of devel users, 
customer iles and sales records from 
An extended discussion of these research 
ions can be found in APPENDIX F. In conclusion, more 
research is needed before we become concerned 
with ion, education, or treatment because neither 
this nor earlier stUdies have defined the 
nature and ers of addiction, and because 
addiction may still be one of the most serious 
lems soc will have to face. ul this st 
will sufficient serious interest to chal 
investi to ore the of er 
addiction. 
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2. I ng des re for er 
T F 
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